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Fiction4all, United Kingdom, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 179 x 111 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. Sandbourne, respectable English resort. Behind closed doors, an SM
club caters for all tastes. Brightlands Hotel, bastion of respectability. To make life more interesting
the staff designate Room 101 to be a Pleasure Room - whatever the guest wants in the way of sex,
he/she can have. And they do want, from straightforward sex to SM scenarios. The staff play games
to please the guests, fulfilling their own fantasies along the way, with some finding their true selves
in living out someone else s dream. They only ask one thing - you don t tell the hotel manager what
is going on. The permanent residents revive their dreams of past lovers as they live in a hotel where
violent lusts and desires seem to be the order of the day - every day.Nothing in Sandbourne is as it
seems.Nothing in the hotel is as it seems.And after the carnival is over, nothing will ever be the same
again.
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Comprehensive guide for ebook lovers. It is writter in simple words and phrases and never confusing. You are going to like how the writer create this pdf.
-- Dr . Cullen Schm itt MD-- Dr . Cullen Schm itt MD

A top quality ebook and the font employed was exciting to read. Of course, it can be enjoy, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. Your life
span will likely be transform once you full reading this book.
-- Phyllis Welch-- Phyllis Welch
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